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IMPORTANT INFORMATION AND DISCLAIMER
THIS PRESENTATION AND ITS CONTENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION OR RELEASE, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN OR INTO THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA (INCLUDING ITS TERRITORIES AND POSSESSIONS, ANY STATE OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA) (THE "UNITED STATES"), AUSTRALIA, CANADA, THE HONG KONG SPECIAL ADMINISTRATIVE REGION OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA OR JAPAN, OR ANY OTHER JURISDICTION IN WHICH THE DISTRIBUTION OR RELEASE
WOULD BE UNLAWFUL. THIS PRESENTATION IS NOT AN OFFER OR INVITATION TO BUY OR SELL SECURITIES IN ANY JURISDICTION.
This Presentation and its appendices (the "Presentation") has been produced by TECO 2030 ASA ("TECO 2030" or the "Company", and together with its direct and indirect subsidiaries, the "Group") in consultation with Fearnley SecurIties AS (the "Manager") solely for
information purposes in connection with a contemplated initial public offering of shares by the Company (the "Offering"). The Company has prepared a prospectus in connection with the Offering (the "Prospectus") and any decision to invest in the Company must be made
solely on the basis of information contained in the Prospectus. This document and the information contained herein is being made available on a strictly confidential basis to selected investors only and may not be disclosed, reproduced or redistributed, directly or indirectly,
to any other person or published or used in whole or in part, for any purpose.
This Presentation, and the information contained herein, does not constitute or form part of the Offer and nothing contained herein shall form the basis of any contract or commitment whatsoever. By attending a meeting where this Presentation is made, or by reading the
Presentation slides or by otherwise receiving this Presentation or the information contained herein, you agree to be bound by the following terms, conditions and limitations. Any failure to comply with the restrictions set out herein may constitute a violation of applicable
securities laws or may result in civil, administrative or criminal liabilities. For the purposes of this notice, "Presentation" means and includes this document and its appendices, any oral presentation given in connection with this Presentation, any question and answer session
during or after such oral presentation and any written or oral material discussed or distributed during any oral presentation meeting.
No representation, warranty or undertaking, express or implied, is made by the Company, its affiliates or representatives or the Manager as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of the information or the opinions
contained herein, for any purpose whatsoever. Neither the Company nor any of its affiliates or representatives or the Manager shall have any responsibility or liability whatsoever (for negligence or otherwise) for any loss whatsoever and howsoever arising from any use of this
Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this Presentation.
This Presentation speaks as of the date hereof. All information in this Presentation is subject to updating, revision, verification, correction, completion, amendment and may change materially and without notice. None of the Company, its affiliates or representatives or the
Manager undertakes any obligation to provide the recipient with access to any additional information or to update this Presentation or any information or to correct any inaccuracies in any such information. The information contained in this Presentation should be considered
in the context of the circumstances prevailing at the time and has not been, and will not be, updated to reflect developments that may occur after the date of this Presentation. These materials do not purport to contain a complete description of the Group or the market(s) in
which the Group operates, nor do they provide an audited valuation of the Group. The analyses contained in these materials are not, and do not purport to be, appraisals of the assets, stock or business of the Group or any other person. Moreover, these materials are
incomplete without reference to, and should be viewed and considered solely in conjunction with, the oral briefing provided by an authorised representative of the Company in relation to these materials. The Company has not authorised any other person to provide any
persons with any other information related to the Group and neither the Company nor any of the Manager will assume any responsibility for any information other persons may provide.
An investment in the Company involves a high level of risk and several factors could adversely affect the business, legal or financial position of the Group or the value of the Company’s shares. The recipients should carefully review the information contained elsewhere in the
Presentation, for a description of certain of the key risk factors that will apply to an investment in the Company's shares. If any of these risks were to materialise, this could have a material adverse effect on the Group, its financial condition, results of operations, liquidity
and/or prospects, the market value of the Company's shares could decline, and investors may lose all or part of their investment. An investment in the Company is suitable only for investors who understand the risk factors associated with this type of investment and who can
afford a loss of all or part of their investment.
The contents of this Presentation are not to be construed as financial, legal, business, investment, tax or other professional advice. Each recipient should consult with its own financial, legal, business, investment and tax advisers to receive financial, legal, business, investment
and tax advice. In particular, nothing herein shall be taken as constituting the giving of investment advice and these materials are not intended to provide, and must not be taken as, the exclusive basis of any investment decision or other valuation and should not be considered
as a recommendation by the Company (or any of its affiliates) or the Manager that any recipient enters into any transaction. These materials comprise a general summary of certain matters in connection with the Group. These materials do not purport to contain all of the
information that any recipient may require to make a decision with regards to any transaction. Any decision as to whether or not to enter into any transaction should be taken solely by the relevant Recipient. Before entering into such transaction, each recipient should take
steps to ensure that it fully understands such transaction and has made an independent assessments of the appropriateness of such transaction in the light of its own objectives and circumstances, including the possible risks and benefits of entering into such transaction.
This Presentation contains forward-looking information and statements relating to the business, financial performance and results of the Group and/or industry and markets in which it operates. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not historical facts and may
be identified by words such as "aims", "anticipates", "believes", "estimates", "expects", "foresees", "intends", "plans", "predicts", "projects", "targets", and similar expressions. Such forward-looking statements are based on current expectations, estimates and projections,
reflect current views with respect to future events, and are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and risks, uncertainties and other important factors could cause the actual results of operations,
financial condition and liquidity of the Group or the industry to differ materially from this results expressed or implied in this Presentation by such forward-looking statements. No representation is made that any of these forward-looking statements or forecasts will come to
pass or that any forecast result will be achieved and you are cautioned not to place any undue influence on any forward-looking statement.
Each recipient of this Presentation acknowledges that no financial or other form of due diligence has been conducted in connection with the preparation of this Presentation. The recipient acknowledges and accepts that it will be solely responsible for its own assessment of
the Group, the market, the Group's market position, the Group's funding position, and the potential future performance of the Group's business and the Company's shares.
The Company's shares have not been and will not be registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "U.S. Securities Act"), or with any securities regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction in the United States, and may not be offered,
sold, resold, pledged, delivered, distributed or transferred, directly or indirectly, into or within the United States, absent registration under the U.S. Securities Act or under an exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the U.S.
Securities Act or in compliance with any applicable securities laws of any state or jurisdiction of the United States. Accordingly, any offer or sale of securities will only be offered or sold (i) within the United States or to U.S. Persons, only to qualified institutional buyers as
defined under Rule 144A under the Securities Act ("QIBs") in offering transactions not involving a public offering and (ii) outside the United States in offshore transactions in accordance with Regulation S. Any purchaser of securities in the United States, or to or for the account
of U.S. Persons, will be deemed to have been made certain representations and acknowledgements, including without limitation that the purchaser is a QIB.
This Presentation is only addressed to and directed at persons in member states of the European Economic Area who are "qualified investors" within the meaning of Article 2 (E) of the Prospectus Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2017/1129).
Neither this Presentation nor the information contained herein is being issued, and nor may this Presentation nor the information contained herein be distributed, directly or indirectly, to or into any jurisdiction in which such issuance and/or distribution would be unlawful.
By accepting these materials, each recipient represents and warrants that it is able to receive them without contravention of an unfulfilled registration requirements or other legal or regulatory restrictions in the jurisdiction in which such recipients resides or conducts
business. This Presentation is subject to and governed by Norwegian law, and any dispute arising in respect of this Presentation is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Norwegian courts with Oslo District Court as exclusive legal venue.
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RISK FACTORS
An investment in the Shares involves inherent risk. Before making an investment decision with respect to the Shares, investors should carefully consider the risk factors and all information contained in this Prospectus, including the Financial Information and related notes. The risks
and uncertainties described in this Section 2 are the principal known risks and uncertainties faced by the Group as of the date hereof that the Company believes are the material risks relevant to an investment in the Shares. An investment in the Shares is suitable only for investors
who understand the risks associated with this type of investment and who can afford to lose all or part of their investment. The risk factors included in this Section 2 are presented in a limited number of categories, where each risk factor is sought placed in the most appropriate
category based on the nature of the risk it represents. Within each category the risk factors deemed most material for the Group, taking into account their potential negative affect for the Company and its subsidiaries and the probability of their occurrence, are set out first. This
does not mean that the remaining risk factors are ranked in order of their materiality or comprehensibility, nor based on a probability of their occurrence. The absence of negative past experience associated with a given risk factor does not mean that the risks and uncertainties
described herein should not be considered prior to making an investment decision in respect of the Shares. If any of the following risks were to materialize, individually or together with other circumstances, they could have a material and adverse effect on the Group and/or its
business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows, time to market and/or prospects, which could cause a decline in the value and trading price of the Shares, resulting in the loss of all or part of an investment in the same.
Risk related to the Group and the industry in which the Group operates
The Company is highly dependent on its ability to commercialize the scrubber and fuel cell
The Company's business is currently limited to the sale of the scrubber developed with the original equipment manufacturer partner, which is AVL and the distribution agreement with BIO-SEA regarding ballast water treatment system. The company has currently no customers
for scrubbers and few clients for ballast water treatment systems. Its business and future success depend on its ability to successfully commercialize the scrubber and a successful development of its fuel cell-program together with AVL. If the Company is unable to commercialize
the scrubber and the fuel cells technology in a timely manner or at all, this could have a material adverse effect on the Company's operations, earnings and financial position.
Significant competition from other suppliers of scrubbers and fuel cells

The industry is characterized by intense competition and rapid innovation. Since the scrubber technology the Company intends to use is not protected by patent, the Company's competitors may be able to develop similar scrubbers that are able to achieve similar or better results
than the scrubbers offered by the Company. For fuel cells, the market and the technology develops rapidly, and the number of producers and competitors is expected to increase in the years to come. The Company's operations, earnings and financial position may be materially
and adversely affected if its current competitors or new market entrants introduce new products with better features, performance, price or other characteristics than the Company can offer.
The Group’s dependency on third parties
The Group is dependent on third parties to perform certain services and deliver certain products at competitive prices, inter alia third party suppliers for all material factors of production and various subcontractors for performance of other services related to engineering and
installation of the Group's products. The key suppliers of the Group have entered into strategic cooperation agreements as part of the cooperation. One of them is AVL List GmbH ("AVL"), who enables the Group to perform product development and detailed design. The Group
has additionally signed and outsourced the production of its scrubber to the sub supplier Heinz Gothe GmbH & Co. KG ("Gothe").
The third parties whom the Company is dependent upon may not be available when needed or, if they are available, may not comply with all contractual requirements and/or may not otherwise perform their services in a timely or acceptable manner or at competitive prices. As
a result, the Group may need to enter into new arrangements with alternative third parties, which may delay or cause the stop of the Group's sales or negatively affect the quality or price of the Group's products. The Group does currently only use one supplier for automation
systems, and in the case this supplier does not comply with the Group’s requirements, the Group will need to enter into new agreements with alternative third parties. If any of these risks were to materialize, they could adversely affect the Group’s business, prospects, financial
position and operating results.

Risks related to technological development
Developing the Group’s scrubbers and fuel-cell technology, related services and other technologies entails significant technical and business risks and costs. The Group may at large, particularly for the scrubbers and the fuel-cell developments and in general for its other products,
use the new technologies ineffectively, or it may fail to adapt the products and services to user requirements or emerging industry standards. One of the organizations makings these standards are the International Maritime Organization ("IMO") which is the leading authority
who has the decision-making power of what technologies are valid methods of compliance for industry environment standards in the years to come. Other contributors could be local ports, governments or organizations who can enforce area specific regulations. The full scale
launching of fuel cells using hydrogen may depend on the ability and willingness of the EU and national governments’ ability and willingness to implement attractive subsidies and support programs for local ship owners in order to make the use of this technology profitable in an
early phase. Taking into consideration the early stages of the Group's operations and its technology, combined with the continued developments and changes in industry standards and regulations for the key products produced by the Group, any material delays in introducing
products, services and enhancements, inter alia as a result of the failure to comply with industry standards, may result in a failure to attract new customers and existing customers may forego the use of the Group’s products, which may have a material adverse effect on the
Group's business, prospects, financial position and operating results.
Limited operating history
The Company was incorporated on 30 September 2019 and thus has limited operating history. Although the Company has acquired business from companies with a longer operating history, this is considered to be immaterial to the business of the Group going forward. The Group
is in the process of entering into agreements with third party suppliers and sub-contractors, including AVL and manufacturers to secure development projects and slots in their production lines. The Group may be unable to secure beneficial terms and conditions under such
contracts which could substantially increase costs and/or delay deliveries from suppliers which again could have a material adverse effect on the Group's operations, earnings and financial position.

The Group is exposed to fluctuations in the marine, oil and gas industries
The Group delivers products and services for clients in the marine, oil and gas industries. Considering that the Group almost exclusively operates within these industries, its operations will to a large extent be affected by changes in these industries, which are in turn affected by a
variety of factors, including oil and gas prices, availability and price of electricity, gas and hydrogen as well as developments in the Norwegian and international economy. Historically, the marine, oil and gas industries have been subject to material fluctuations with respect to,
inter alia price developments and demand for services, and the Group expects this will continue in the future. Negative developments in the marine, oil or gas industry may therefore negatively and disproportionately affect demand for the Group's products and services and the
sales prices which the Group is able to obtain for the products, compared to other businesses which are more diversified. Relevant sector developments may include, but is not limited to, fuel oil costs, local and global emission requirements, and vessel specific operational
requirements in charters.
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RISK FACTORS (cont’d)
The Group may not be able to maintain sufficient insurance to cover all risks related to its operations
The maritime industry is subject to external influence from legislative and environmental forces enabling risk in form of delays, cancelations, and disruption of operation beyond the groups control, and also subject to a number of other risks, including, but not limited to industrial accidents and
labour disputes during production and installation of products. Such occurrences could result in damage to assets, personal injury, monetary losses and possible legal liability. Shipping is a global business and insurance companies may, from time to time, put limitations on various sorts of
insurances based on geographical and/or, especially, political situation in regions/countries. If the Group sell products and/or services to countries where necessary insurance is difficult to obtain, this may lead to insufficient insurance coverage and, as a result, profitable projects may be cancelled.
Further, TECO 2030 is a young company with a limited track record and balance sheet, which may also influence its ability to obtain competitive and/or sufficient insurance during its first period of operations. Although the Group seeks to maintain insurance or contractual coverage to protect
against certain risks in such amounts as it considers reasonable, the above factors may result in its insurance not covering all the potential risks associated with the Group’s operations or becoming disproportionately expensive to obtain, which could therefore have a material and adverse effect on
the Group’s business, financial condition, results of operations, cash flows, time to market and prospects.
The Group is highly dependent on its key personnel, and if the Group is not successful in attracting and retaining highly qualified personnel, the Group will not be able to successfully implement its business plan
At the date of this Presentation, the Group has in total 15 employees, whereof the majority has long and relevant experience for the current and hence also for the contemplated future business of the Company. Considering the limited number of employees, the Group’s success therefore,
compared to most other comparable businesses within the same segment, depends to a much larger extent upon the abilities and efforts of the Group’s management team and its ability to retain key members of the management team, including recruiting, retaining and developing skilled
personnel for its business.
The demand for personnel with the capabilities and experience required in the industry is high, and success in attracting and retaining such employees is not guaranteed. Even though the Group intends to grow the business significantly going forward, the plan is still to keep a relatively low
number of employees and the ability to recruit skilled personnel is therefore considered to be more critical for the Group than most other competitors. There is intense competition for skilled personnel and there are, and may continue to be, shortages in the availability of appropriately skilled
people at all levels. The Group is especially dependent on attracting and retaining Engineers, an employee group which works with the Group’s design of systems, and this is particularly important at the current early stages of the Group's business plan. Shortages of qualified personnel or the
Group’s inability to obtain and retain qualified personnel could have a material adverse effect on the Group’s business, results of operations, cash flow and financial condition.
The Group may unintentionally violate third party intellectual property rights
The Group has daily interactions with several third party intellectual property right holders such as AVL and BIO-UV, and the existing rights used in TECO 2030's development projects are regulated through agreements with the owners of the intellectual property rights. Most of the intellectual
property rights for the Group's material product offerings are owned by third parties and, while the Group has valid licenses to use the intellectual property rights and these rights are clearly defined, regulated and governed, the fact that the Group's core business is dependent on intellectual
property rights of others, makes the Group particularly exposed to unintended violations.
Any claim that the Group is infringing a valid and enforceable patent or other intellectual property rights may result in in the Group being denied access to these rights, which would likely cause a significant disruption in the Group’s business and force the Group to incur substantial costs to
develop and implement alternative, non-infringing technology or products. This could also lead the Group’s licenses and clients to bring warranty claims against the Group. The Group cannot give assurance that it would be able to develop non-infringing alternatives at a reasonable cost that would
be commercially acceptable, or that it would be able to obtain an alternative license from any patent owner on commercially acceptable terms, if at all. This could involve significant obligations and/or costs to the Group, which could have a material adverse effect on the Group's business,
prospects, financial position and results of operations.
The Group is dependent on intellectual property and its methods of protecting its intellectual property may not be adequate
The Group’s daily business and business strategy are tied to its technology. The Group is not dependent on any patents for its daily business, but relies on a combination of trade secrets, confidentiality procedures and contractual provisions to protect its intellectual property rights. The intellectual
property rights related to the scrubbers sold by the Group are owned by AVL, while AVL has granted the Group an unconditional, irrevocable, royalty-free and perpetual license to use intellectual property rights for the specific scrubbers that AVL has developed for the Group pursuant to the
agreements entered into with the Company.
The Group cannot give assurances that its measures for preserving the secrecy of its trade secrets and confidentiality information are enough to prevent others from obtaining that information. The Group may not have adequate remedies to preserve the trade secrets or to compensate the Group
fully for its loss if its employees breach their confidentiality agreements with the Group. The Group cannot give assurances that its trade secrets will provide the Group with any competitive advantage, as it may become known to or be independently developed by the Group’s competitors,
regardless of the success of any measures the Group may take to try to preserve their confidentiality. Furthermore, illegal copies of the Group's products or misuse of its brand and/or patents may cause it to incur costs, loss of revenue and damage to the Group brand, which would have a
material adverse effect on the Group's business, prospects, financial position and results of operations.
COVID-19
The Company’s operations and financial positions may be adversely affected by the currently ongoing COVID-19 pandemic outbreak, and related restrictions and temporary legislation (such as border closings, travel restrictions, and quarantines). For the oil and gas industry this has significantly
affected the demand for oil and gas, with consequently lower oil and gas prices. This may also imply increased costs of the Company’s development projects and operations resulting from efforts to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 and the various restrictions imposed by the Norwegian
government and globally. The COVID-19 outbreak has also caused derogation of worldwide credit and financial markets that could limit the Company’s ability to obtain external financing to fund operations and capital expenditures. Significant adverse effect on the oil and gas service industry may
also have a significant adverse effect for the Company. The Company is actively assessing and responding, where possible, to the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic on employees, suppliers and service providers, and evaluating governmental actions being taken to curtail its spread. The Company
has successfully adopted for a period mandatory work-from-home program and as substantially all day-to-day activities can be fully performed by personnel working remotely, the Company is able to remain fully operational during this period.
Risk related to financing and market risk
Financing need
Rapid changes in technology, laws and regulations, operational expenses and the need to attract highly skilled employees may trigger a financing need that might be challenging for the Group to establish on short notice. Being a newly established business with a limited track record and
operational cash flow, TECO 2030 will, especially in the short run, potentially depend on external financing to cover the above-mentioned items as well as any other cost intensive changes and developments arising.
The short track record and, currently, limited sales may cause challenges for the Group to raise sufficient cost-efficient funding and/or funding with competitive or acceptable terms necessary to solve such challenges. Further, the establishment of necessary funding for one business case or
opportunity may put limitations on other business opportunities. As the Group grows and sales increases, these risks are expected to decrease.
If the Group raises additional funds by issuing additional shares or other equity or equity-linked securities, it will result in a dilution of the holdings of existing shareholders. Further, additional share issues may affect the pricing of the existing shares in a negative manner if the subscription price is
set below the trading price at that time, which subsequently could lead to a reduction of the Company’s market cap and the value for existing shareholders.
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RISK FACTORS (cont’d)
Risk related to laws, regulations and litigations
The Group is exposed to risks related to regulatory processes and changes in regulatory environment
The implementation of IMO 2020 Sulphur cap rules (as explained in more detail below) which entered into force on 1 January 2020, is a driving force for the development and market for the scrubber. In order to meet such regulations, the ship owner can either change to
a compliant low sulphur fuel or install an Exhaust Gas Cleaning System. Thus, the market in which the Group operates is largely driven by environmental standards which are currently subject to close public scrutiny and requirements for politicians and industry leaders to
take action, which followingly leads to frequent regulatory updates.
IMO is the United Nations authority to serve as a regulator of all vessels sailing in International waters. Additionally, regulations might be imposed from flag state and local authorities. One example of such regulatory enforcement is the open loop scrubber ban being
enforced in the Norwegian heritage fjords January 1st 2019.
Considering the Group's focus on products which are regulated by IMO standards and other laws and regulations which are subject to frequent changes, combined with the Group's focus in these industries and relevant geographic areas, any such changes, stricter
interpretations of existing laws or regulations, failure to comply with applicable laws, regulations or interpretations could have serious consequences for the Group's business and operations, including civil and administrative penalties, loss of production, injunctions, and
negative publicity, and may have a material adverse effect on the Company's operations, earnings and financial position.
The Company will have operations in several countries and will be subject to a wide number of regulations in all those countries. It may not be possible for the Company to detect or prevent every violation in every jurisdiction where the Company carries out its business
operations, or in which its employees, hired-in personnel, sub-contractors or joint venture partners are located.
The Company is subject to HSE requirements
The Company will carry out its operations in the marine, oil and gas industries. The health, safety and environment ("HSE") requirements in the marine, oil and gas industries are, generally speaking, more strict than in other industries, and considering that the business of
the Company is focused almost exclusively on these industries, the Company is specifically subject to liability risks in this area. A failure to maintain adequate HSE procedures and requirements may result in the Company becoming liable for equitable-and criminal liability.
As a newly established business with a limited track record and a relatively small balance sheet, any liability arising from a failure to comply with HSE requirements may have a material adverse effect on the Company's reputation and financial condition.
Risk related to the Offering, the Admission and Shares
There is no prior regulated market for the Shares, and an active trading market may not develop
The Shares have not been traded on a regulated public marketplace, and there can be no assurances that an active trading market for the Shares will develop or be sustained following the admission to trading on Merkur Market, or that the Shares could be resold at or
above the Offer Price. The market value of the Shares could be substantially affected by the extent to which a secondary market develops for the Shares following completion of the Admission. Merkur Market is non-regulated multilateral trading facility operated by Oslo
Børs, and the liquidity of the Shares will be lower than what could be expected on a regulated market.

The Company’s ability to pay dividends is dependent on the availability of distributable reserves and the Company may be unwilling to pay any dividends in the future regardless of availability of distributable reserves
Norwegian law provides that any declaration of dividends must be adopted by the shareholders at the Company’s general meeting of shareholders (the "General Meeting") or by the Board of Directors pursuant to a power of attorney granted by the General Meeting.
Dividends may only be declared to the extent that the Company has distributable funds and the Board of Directors finds such a declaration to be prudent in consideration of the size, nature, scope and risks associated with the Company’s operations and the need to
strengthen its liquidity and financial position. As the Company’s ability to pay dividends is dependent on the availability of distributable reserves, it is, among other things, dependent upon receipt of dividends and other distributions of value from its subsidiaries and
companies in which the Company may invest.
The amount of any dividend to be distributed will be dependent on, inter alia, the Company's investment requirements and rate of growth. As of the date of this Prospectus, the Company is in a growth phase and the Company does not expect to be in a position to pay
dividends in the foreseeable future. When the decision to declare dividend is made by the General Meeting, the General Meeting may as a general rule not declare higher dividends than the Board of Directors has proposed or approved. If, for any reason, the General
Meeting does not declare dividends in accordance with the proposal by the Board of Directors, a shareholder will, as a general rule, have no claim in respect of such non-payment, and the Company will, as a general rule, have no obligation to pay any dividend in respect
of the relevant period.
Future issuances of Shares or other securities may dilute the holdings of shareholders and could materially affect the price of the Shares
The Company may in the future decide to offer additional Shares or other securities in order to finance new capital-intensive projects, in connection with unanticipated liabilities or expenses or for any other purposes and to honor options granted under the Group’s
share option programs. The issue of additional Shares or other securities in order to finance new capital-intensive projects is particularly relevant for the Company, considering the early stage it is in and also the competitive nature of its business.
The Company might start various developments in the future which require further funding and can result in dilution of existing shares. There is no assurance that the Company will not decide to conduct further offerings of securities in the future. Certain existing
shareholders may not have the ability to purchase additional equity securities. If the Company raises additional funds by issuing additional equity securities, the holdings and voting interests of existing shareholders could be diluted
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THE PRESENTING TEAM

TORE ENGER

TOR-ERIK HOFTUN

JUERGEN RECHBERGER

JOSEF MACHERHAMMER

Chief Executive Officer, TECO 2030

Business Development Officer, TECO 2030

Head of Fuel Cells, AVL

KAM to TECO 2030, AVL

Founded TECO Group in 1994. Tore is a true
entrepreneur and has initiated a large number
of products and services to the Maritime
Industry throughout the last 25 years. He has
an extensive network in the Industry. Tore was
also the Executive Chairman and major
shareholder in Scanship Holding ASA, listed on
the Oslo Stock Exchange for approx. 10 years,
(2008 – 2017).

Holds a Bachelor in Nautical Studies from
Vestfold
University
College,
Arctic
Specialization University of Norway (UIT) and
The University Centre Svalbard (UNIS). He
worked as Project Engineer and Project
Development Manager in Scanship AS with
focus on wastehandling and water
purification. He joined TECO in March 2018
and has been an important part of the team
working on group developments.

Holds a Master in Industrial Engineering from
the Technical University of Vienna. He joined
AVL In 2004 as development engineer in the
fuel cell activity. From 2004 to 2012 he was
deeply involved in fuel cell development
projects as development engineer and project
manager. Since 2012 he has been in charge of
all global AVL activities related to hydrogen,
fuel cells and power-to-x. Juergen Rechberger
has a unique technical expertise in fuel cells
from more than 300 AVL development projects
and is a globally highly recognized hydrogen
industry expert.

Holds a Master in Chemical and Process
Engineering from the Technical University of
Graz. Josef joined AVL in 2012 as Development
Engineer for exhaust aftertreatment. In 2015
Josef moved to England to consult Perkins
engines
to
define
next
generation
aftertreatment system. After coming back to
Austria, he became the AVL Technical Expert
for exhaust aftertreatment focusing on large
engine applications. In 2019 Josef started in
AVL as Global Sales Administration Manager to
assist the executive board, enter new markets
and take care of key customers.
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EQUITY OFFERING DETAILS
Initial Public Offering to raise approximately up to NOK 80-100 million of new equity in TECO 2030
ASA, an entity incorporated in Norway

•

Minimum subscription and allocation:
• The institutional Offering: NOK 2,000,000

• Subscription price fixed at NOK 40 per share
•

TECO 2030 ASA has 10,000,000 outstanding shares prior to the offering held by
existing Shareholders

•

Minimum 2,000,000 and maximum 2,500,000 shares to be issued, each with a par
value of NOK 0.1 per share

• The amount of the offering may be adjusted subject to investor demand without
further notice to the applicants

• The Retail Offering: NOK 10,500
•

• Prospectus and Application Agreement. This Investor Presentation serves
as supporting material and is qualified in its entirety by the Prospectus
• All dated 21st September 2020
Timeline:
• Application Period: from 22nd of September to 29th of September at
16:00 hours CEST 2020

• Use of proceeds:
•

initiate the fuel cell development program;

•

start detail engineering of 25MW and 60MW scrubber tower;

•

intensify the research projects for black carbon capture and further particulate
matter capture improvement designs;

•

initiate investments in research and development within Onboard Carbon Capture
and Storage together with AVL and external partners;

•

repay Group's loans and debt resulting from recent restructuring, amounting to a
total of approx. NOK 12.8 million;

•

repay the aggregate loans under the Bond Loan Agreement (NOK 10 million), if not
converted into shares in the Company; and

•

• The Company may at its own discretion extend or shorten the
Application Period at any time and for any reason, but shall in no event
end earlier than at 16:00 hours CEST on 28th September 2020
• Publication of the results of the Offering: 29th of September 2020
• Allocation of the offer shares: on or about 1st of October 2020
• Payment Date: on or about 5th of October 2020
• Delivery of shares takes place shortly after settlement
• First day of trading on Merkur Market: on or about 12th of October 2020
•

•

The allocation will be made at the sole discretion of TECO 2030 board. The board
will focus on criteria such as size and time of subscription (including market
sounding participation), perceived investor quality and investment horizon

• Registration of share capital increase in the Norwegian CompanyRegister
•

Listing:
• The board of the Company has resolved to initiate a process for the
listing of the Company’s shares on Merkur Market, a multilateral trading
facility on the Oslo Stock Exchange

Investor requirement:
• (i) Nordic investors, (ii) international institutional investors subject to applicable
selling restrictions and (iii) major international institutional investors pursuant to
Regulation S and QIBs as defined by Rule 144A

Conditions:
• Execution of all required corporate resolutions

general business purposes

• Allocation criteria:
•

Documentation:

•

Manager / Bookrunner:

• Fearnley Securities AS
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TECO – CLEANTECH FOR THE MARITIME & HEAVY INDUSTRY
Providing technology, engineering, project management, maintenance, upgrades and services for clients
in the marine and offshore industries

The Group serving approx. 500 ships worldwide on a yearly basis, been involved in more than 130
scrubber systems and more than 100 ballast water treatment systems since 2014

Future Funnel: Co-developed new Scrubber with Austrian AVL in less than 12 months – two units built and
LOI signed with European yard – further development for handling of Particular Matter and Black Carbon

Fuel Cell: Entered into a development agreement with AVL for purpose built hydrogen PEM Fuel Cell for
Maritime and Heavy Industry (long durability and high power density) – First LOI for approx. 100 MW
signed

Continue expanding within cleantech product portfolio targeting Carbon Capture & Storage
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TECO GROUP CLIENTS COUNTING MORE THAN 5,000 VESSELS

Founded in 1994

135 land-based staff worldwide
approx. 300 workers out on projects daily
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THE TECO GROUP OF COMPANIES
Recent re-organization of groups to focus TECO 2030 towards green/clean tech for maritime industry

TECO Group AS

Raising capital
Merkur Market listing

52%

TECO 2030 ASA

TECO Tech Holding AS

TECO Maritime Group AS
Has installed > 100 scrubbers

100%

TECO 2030 Pte Ltd
(Singapore)

100%

100%

TECO 2030 INC
(Miami)

TECO 2030 AS
(Oslo)
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STRONG DEMAND FOR MARINE TRANSPORTATION
CO2 emission by mode of transport
CO2 emmisions (g / tons-kilometer)

World seaborne trade (billion tons)

World growth in seaborne trade
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•

The international shipping industry is responsible for
the carriage of around 90% of world trade

•

Marine transport is already the most efficient mode of
transport of goods

•

Marine transport will triple from 2015 to 2050

•

Air transport produces more than 40 times CO2
compared to marine transport

Sources: UNCTAD, International Chamber of Shipping (ICS), Clarkson Shipping Intelligence Network, ITF Transport Outlook
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OUR MARKET – THE GLOBAL SHIPPING INDUSTRY
Oceangoing fleet

River and waterway fleet

~53,000 vessels operating (above 5.000 DWT)

~60,000 vessels operating

~113,000 vessels operating in the total fleet today
Source: Clarkson Research
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TECO FUEL CELLS AND TECO FUTURE FUNNEL MARKET POTENTIAL
•
•
•

IMO 2020 Global Sulphur reduction
IMO 2023 Expected PM and BC reduction
IMO Strategy on reduction of GHG emissions from ships
- 2030: 40% CO2 reduction
- 2050: 70% CO2 reduction + 50% GHG reduction

•
•

EJ/year

•
14

Euro Parliament Environment Committee votes to include
shipping CO2 in EU Emissions Trading System; shipping industry
to contribute to climate neutrality
Carbon-neutral fuels anticipated to gradually gain market share
in the energy mix over the coming years
HFO/MGO will still remain as important marine fuels for years

Expected energy mix towards 2050

1 EJ = 23.9 Mtoe = 278 TWh

12
10

Potential customers for TECO Future Funnel

8
6
4

Potential customers for TECO Marine Fuel Cell

2
0
2015
Source: IMO, SNV GL

2020

2025

2030

2035

2040

2045

2050
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TECO 2030 PRODUCT MARKET SIZES – ILLUSTRATIVE
Example figures used for illustration purpose only – actual figures in future may differ significantly
MARINE FUEL CELL

SCRUBBER / FUTURE FUNNEL

•

Number of vessels suitable for retrofit: 110,000

•

Number of existing vessels suitable for Future Funnel: 35,000

•

Annual newbuild vessels suitable for fuel cell: 2,500

•

Annual newbuild vessels suitable for Future Funnel: 2,000

•

Share of vessels retrofit per annum: 1%* = 1,100

•

Share of existing vessels retrofit per annum: 1.5% = 525

•

Share of newbuilds using fuel cell: 7%* = 175

•

Share of newbuilds using scrubber: 25% = 500

•

Average size of Fuel Cell system: 4 MW*

•

Total scrubber installations per annum = 1,025

•

Total MW Fuel Cell systems per annum: 5,100 MW

•

Average price per scrubber: EUR 2.0 million

•

Price per kW: USD 500 (about maritime battery today)

•

Annual global market per annum: EUR 2,050 million

•

Annual global market per annum: USD 2,550 million

•

Example TECO 2030 market size:

•

Example TECO 2030 market size:

o

Market share: 10%

o

Market share: 7.5% (given current prod. Cap.)

o

Annual revenue from Fuel Cell sales: NOK ~2,300 million

o

Annual revenue from scrubber sales: NOK ~1,700 million

Source: Company
Note: *both retrofit vessels and newbuild vessels may be hybrids, both hydrogen/battery and hydrogen/diesel hybrids
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FUEL CELLS EXPECTED TO POWER THE WORLD’S MARINE VESSELS
Hydrogen Europe aiming for 430 billion Euro in Hydrogen-related investments within 2030
•

World shipping fleet CO2 output
as % of global CO2 output

Marine shipping is well-known to be a significant source of GHG
emissions. The high GHG emissions is a result of the traditional lowgrade bunker fuel used in ships engines which generate high emissions
3,5 %

•
•

•

Public pressure regarding air pollution and climate change has prompted
governments and other authorities to act
Hydrogen fuel cells have proven their performance in a variety of
applications, including buses, trucks, cars, forklifts and even passenger
trains

3,0 %

2,5 %

2,0 %

Thanks to their success in heavy-duty land vehicles, fuel cells will soon
being integrated into marine vessels. Fuel cells expected to play a key
role in aiding marine industries address greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions

1,5 %

1,0 %

0,5 %

0,0 %
2000 2002 2004 2006 2008 2010 2012 2014 2016 2018 2020

Source: Hydrogen Europe, Clarkson Research
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TECO 2030 – LEADING MARITIME GREENTECH PROVIDER
TECO and AVL strategic partnership to provide ground-breaking turnkey concepts to the marine
industry - Solving current and future environmental challenges
AVL is the world's largest independent company for the
development, simulation and testing of powertrain systems
for passenger cars, commercial vehicles, construction
vehicles, as well as large engine applications for power
plants, ships engine, trains, mining and other heavy
machinery.
The company has decades of experience in the
development and optimization of powertrain systems for
all industries. As a global technology leader, AVL has
extensive experience in design, development, simulation
and testing of ship engines on behalf of engine OEM
(original equipment manufacturer) operating in our sector.
JOINT TECO AVL products are developed through AVLs advanced simulation technologies (AST). Simulation has long been a core
AVL competence. AVLs simulation solutions drive automotive efficiency, performance and innovation, while reducing development
effort, costs and time-to-market

19 19
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AVL – GLOBAL LEADING TECH AND ENGINEERING HOUSE
AVL COMPANY PRESENTATION

Facts and
Figures

Employees Worldwide

Of Turnover Invested in
Inhouse R&D

Engineers and Scientists

Global Footprint
Represented in 26 countries
45 Affiliates divided over 93
locations
45 Global Tech and Engineering
Centers (including Resident
Offices)
Source: AVL

Granted Patents in Force

Billion Euro Turnover
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AVL SOLUTIONS
WORLD-CLASS ENGINEERING FOR ALL CUSTOMER SEGMENTS
TECO 2030 and AVL joint technical development
Powertrain Engineering

TECO

TECO

Fuel Cells

Future Funnel

Development Platform

Tractor |Vehicle

Construction

Racing

Simulation & Testing

Marine

Power Plants

Commercial Vehicle
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CASE STUDY TECO & AVL
SCRUBBER DEVELOPMENT COMPLETED VERY EFFICIENTLY
AUG 19

Sept 19

Oct 19

Nov 19

Des 19

Jan 20

TECO Future Funnel

PROJECT START
Feasibility

Feb 20

Future
Proof
Design

Verification,
Validation,
Certification

Concept

System
Design

System
Integration

Component
Development & Testing

MAR 20

PROJECT
COMPLETED
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AVL FUEL CELL DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITIES AND COMMITMENT
450 engineers in fuel cell powertrain, testing and simulation
Integration & Application Development – From Cell to Vessel

Fuel Cell System Development

Fuel Cell Simulation Tools

PEM + SOFC

New Fuel Cell test center opened!

Fuel Cell Test Systems

Source: AVL

Energy Storage &
H2/Synfuel Production

•

Fuel cell system test rigs (up to 400kW)

•

Test rigs for all subsystems & components

•

Capacity up to 20 test rigs

AVL owns 4 times more fuel cell patents than all
competitors combined
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AVL PEM FUEL CELL REFERENCE PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
PEM Submarine
Passenger Car
AVL is strategic development partner for
FCEV SOP Development of major European
OEM.

Stack design, simulation & layout
support for large scale PEM
submarine stack

1.2 MW PEM System
Modular 1.2 MW H2/PEM prototype
system for special application

SOP 2022
Commercial Vehicles
100kW Fuel Cell System SOP
Development for a LD/MD Truck

Commercial Vehicle
PEM 35kW Range Extender SOP Development

SOP 2022

SOP 2020
*SOP = START OF PRODUCTION
*PEM = PROTON EXCHANGE MEMBRANE
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FUEL CELL MARKET DEVELOPMENT

Ecology

Economy

Hydrogen fuel cell is today the only feasible option for Zero Emission Heavy
Duty marine applications
• Greenhouse gas emissions free
• Particulate emissions free
• Pollutant emissions free

Hydrogen fuel cell is the most efficient way to store energy as synthetic fuel
and produce electric energy again
• H2 has the lowest investment and production cost of all synthetic fuels
Rapidly increasing activities in Fuel Cells for marine applications globally

H2 FC

Local - Very strict local regulations regarding air and water pollution will be
introduced (e.g. bans of combustion engines)
• Strong governmental and public support towards hydrogen and PEM FC

Politics

Source: Company

Global - Significant reduction of CO2 emissions are required to achieve the 2°C
Paris climate target.
• Global considerations for heavy CO2 taxations and limitations
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A ZERO EMISSION SOLUTION FOR MARITIME TRANSPORTATION

THE MARITIME INDUSTRY NEEDS A TRUE ZERO EMISSION SOLUTION
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TECO MARINE FUEL CELL – COMPARISON WITH DIESEL ENGINE
1.2 MW Diesel Genset
TECO Fuel Cell System
Modular 400 kW

▪
▪
▪
▪

TECO Fuel Cell System 1.2 MW

Efficiency: Peak FC efficiency of 56% vs. peak engine genset efficiency of 48%
Dynamic Response: Similar to a large diesel engine while using only a small battery pack
Redundancy: FC potential loss of fraction of effect vs. diesel engine being binary
Components: FC consist of approx. 500 vs. diesel engine consisting of approx. 2,200

Source: AVL
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TECO AVL STACK DEVELOPMENT
AVL Stack Platform already outperforms competitors and TECO Marine Fuel Cell Stack aiming for even better perfomance
High durability and power
density design

•

Half of platinum content
compared to current fuel cell
stacks used in passenger cars

•

•
•

Testing and validation will be
executed in AVL's state of the
art hydrogen/fuel cell test
facility in Graz, considered the
most modern in Europe
Project development timeline
is estimated to be 3 years
TECO 2030 is planning the first
production units ready in Q4
2023

Source: AVL, Company

40 000
35 000

TECO Marine Fuel Cell

30 000

Durability [hrs]

•

25 000
20 000

AVL Stack Platform

15 000

10 000
5 000

Market competitors

0
1

1,5

2

2,5
3
3,5
Power Density [kW/l]

4

4,5

5
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AVL AGREEMENT FOR FUEL CELL ROAD MAP
2020
Q4

Agreed Development Plan
Phase 1:

Feasibility/Concept

Phase 2:

Gen 0 V1 Maritime development

2021

Q1

Q2

2022

Q3

Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q1

2023
Q2

Q3

Gen 0 V1 Maritime validation
Phase 3:

V2 Maritime development

V2 Maritime validation

Cell testing

System testing

Stack testing

Project started at 4th of September 2020; targeted milestones

▪

Prototype systems available after 2 years

• Month 0: announcement about first marine customers

▪

Durability validation mostly performed with
Gen I systems and accelerated stress tests on
stack component level

▪

Production ready design available after 3 years

• Month 12: announcement about next generation marine customers
• Month 18: unveiling event of the first prototype

• Month 24: prototype successfully tested
• Month 30: first installation of a prototype on a ship
• Month 31-36: test operation on a ship
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CASE STUDY
TECO 2030 SIGNED LOI* FOR THE GREEN HYDROGEN @ BLUE DANUBE INITIATIVE
• TECO to deliver FUEL CELLS to Chemgas Shipping’s push tug new-buildings for transport of hydrogen at Danube river,
Europe’s second longest river
• Projected delivery of 2.5 MW per newbuild unit – a total of 100-125 MW
THE CONCEPT
•

•

•

THE FACTS

Produce green hydrogen on a
large scale off-grid in South-East
Europe using wind and solar
energy

•

2,000 MW off-grid wind and
solar energy production

•

1,800 MW electrolysis for
hydrogen production

Transport hydrogen via the River
Danube to hydrogen users in the
countries of the Interreg Danube
Transnational region

•

40-60 push tugs and up to 400
hydrogen transport barges

•

80,000 tons of hydrogen for
industry, power + mobility hubs
(500 trucks / 100 HRS) along the
Danube

•

3.2 million tons of CO2 reduction
annually

Set-up the necessary hydrogen
infrastructure in the
participating members states
along TEN-T corridors

Note: *LOI = Letter Of Intent, subject to final agreement
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TECO FUTURE FUNNEL
EMISSION CHALLENGES CREATED BY FOSSIL FUEL DRIVEN COMBUSTION ENGINES

Sulphur oxide
(SOx) reduction
Sulphur is a natural chemical and is
the fifth most common element on
earth. When Sulphur is exposed to
heat it turns in to a toxic gas, Sulphur
Dioxide.
In 2012 could South China Morning
Post inform that 75% of deaths near
to Pearl River Delta in Hong Kong, was
related to Sulphur dioxide released
from vessels. Treated the right way it
does no harm to you, we are exposed
for Sulphur every day, 90% of a
drywall compound is Sulphur.1

Particulate matter
(PM) reduction

Black Carbon (BC)
reduction

Nitrogen oxide
(NOx) reduction

"Particulate matter," also known as
particle pollution or PM, is a complex
mixture of extremely small particles
and liquid droplets. Particle pollution
is made up of numerous components,
including acids (such as nitrates and
sulfates), organic chemicals, metals,
and soil or dust particles.

Black carbon is the sooty black
material emitted from gas and diesel
engines, coal-fired power plants, and
other sources. It comprises a
significant portion of particulate
matter (PM), which is an air pollutant.
Inhalation of black carbon is
associated with health problems
including
respiratory
and
cardiovascular disease, cancer, and
even birth defects. Black carbon also
contributes to climate change causing
changes in patterns of rain and
clouds.

When nitrogen is released during fuel
combustion, it combines with oxygen
atoms to create nitric oxide (NO). This
further combines with oxygen to
create nitrogen dioxide (NO2).

Particulate matter are also known as
“the invisible killer”. According to
WHO there “is” only 24 countries that
pass their limit of what is “safe” for
fine particulate matter, 10μg/m3.4

With the TECO Future Funnel we can
capture and remove up to 99% of
Sulphur Oxide from vessel emissions.2

Scrubbers capture and remove up to
94% of Particulate Matter from
entering the Atmosphere.

Did you know: During December
1952 in England, 12,000 people died
through the 5 dark days because of
burned coal, due to the sulphates in
coal.3

Did you know: 7.1 Billion People
around the world are breathing in
unsafe air! That is 92% of the World‘s
population.5

Sources:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

South China Morning Post. https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/article/1040949/hk-suffers-most-deaths-region-ship-pollution
Safety4sea.com
Business Insider. https://www.businessinsider.com/scientists-finally-know-what-caused-londons-killer-fog-2016-11?r=US&IR=T
Source: EPA. https://www.epa.gov/pmcourse/what-particle-pollution
Source: World Health Organization. https://www.who.int/en/news-room/detail/27-09-2016-who-releases-country-estimates-on-air-pollutionexposure-and-health-impact
Source: IMO
http://www.imo.org/en/OurWork/Environment/PollutionPrevention/AirPollution/Documents/Air%20pollution/Black%20Carbon.pdf).
Source: World Health Organization. https://www.who.int/en/news-room/detail/27-09-2016-who-releases-country-estimates-on-air-pollutionexposure-and-health-impact
Source: Marine insights: https://www.marineinsight.com/maritime-law/what-is-nitrogen-oxides-or-nox-air-pollution-from-ships/

According to IMO’s report from 2015
scrubbers reduce black carbon by 5070% for ‘scrubbed’ HSF or 20-55% for
LSF. Scrubbers capture and remove
up to 60% of black carbon released
into the atmosphere.6
Did you know: An estimated 4.9
million premature deaths are
preventable annually by utilizing
available mitigation measures, such
as scrubbers, to capture and remove
black carbon.7

These gases have adverse effects on
the ozone layer in the troposphere
area of the earth’s atmosphere which
results in the green house effect and
global warming.
Upon inhalation “NO2” reaches the
lungs and converts into nitrous and
nitric acid, which are highly irritating
and cause damage to “the” lungs. An
exposure of 0.06-0.1 ppm of N02 for
two years causes acute respiratory
disease.

Carbon dioxide
(CO2) reduction
Carbon dioxide is a greenhouse gas.
The gas absorbs and radiates heat.
Warmed by sunlight, Earth’s land and
ocean surfaces continuously radiate
thermal infrared energy (heat). Unlike
oxygen or nitrogen (which make up
most
of
our
atmosphere),
greenhouse gases absorb that heat
and release it gradually over time, like
bricks in a fireplace after the fire goes
out.
A minor but very important
component of the atmosphere,
carbon dioxide is release through
human activities such as burning
fossil fuels. Humans have increased
atmospheric CO2 concentration by
47% since the Industrial Revolution
began. This is the most important
long-lived "forcing" of climate
change.
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TECO FUTURE FUNNEL
THE FUTURE PROOF CONCEPT FOR COMBUSTION ENGINES

2020

2025

2030

2035

MODEL 2030
• Increase existing SOx removal efficiency
• Remove Particle Matter and Black carbon for
expected rules in 2023
• Upgrade for TIER III NOx legislation
• Integrate a Carbon Capture and Storage
system

2040

2045

2050

MODEL 2050
• Enable ZERO IMPACT EMISSIONS
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POTENTIAL UPCOMING REGULATIONS ON EXHAUST GAS POSITIVE FOR
TECO FUTURE FUNNEL
The PPR 7 initiatives could indicate control of Particulate and Black Carbon emissions within 2023

Through AVL development, the TECO Future Funnel is prepared for such regulations to be enforced.
New emission regulations could result in vessels operating with Low Sulphur Fuel still requiring a Black Carbon /
Particulate matter handling technology to handle emissions
Sample 1,2 and 3 - Sampling Point
(post-turbo chargers) burning MGO

•

IMO MEPC75: The IMO Sub-Committee on Pollution Prevention
and Response (PPR 7) met February 17th – 21st 2020.

•

The Sub-Committee established a correspondence group to
advance the development standardized measurement protocol

•

Focusing on the three most appropriate Black Carbon
measurement methods

•

The goal is to make accurate and traceable (comparable)
measurements of Black Carbon emissions.

Sample 1

Sample 2

Sample 3

Sample 4,5 and 6 - Sampling Point
(post-DeSOx Tower) burning HSFO + Scrubber

Sample 4
Source: Carnival

Sample 5

Sample 6
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CASE STUDY
TECO 2030 SIGNED LOI* FOR TWO MODEL 12 SCRUBBER TOWERS
• TECO 2030 to deliver two TECO FUTURE FUNNEL to reputable shipyard on the west coast of Europe
• Delivery 4Q 2020

FUTURE PROOFING VESSEL OPERATION
•

•

•

THE FACTS

The platform will enable the shipowner
to reduce emissions to air, comply with
current regulations and future
requirements trough system upgrades

•

Produced in the industrial heart of
Germany

•

Made in durable alloys for ship lifetime
operation

The operational data from the system
will be transmitted to TECO and AVL for
continued monitoring.

•

Designed by AVL

•

Handled through TECO 2030

Operational data benchmarking towards
simulation models to be performed by
AVL, enabling efficiency optimization.

Note: *LOI = Letter Of Intent, subject to final agreement
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75-80 units yearly production capacity secured with Gothe Edelstahl
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THE GLOBAL MARKET FOR MARITIME FUEL CELL SYSTEMS
•

Shipping companies like A.P Maersk, Euronav and Trafigura are committing themselves to work towards commercially viable Zero
Emission Vessels by 2030 through the Getting to Zero Coalition. Flagship projects are already expected within 2021-2023 and
testing in 2024-2027. The commercial roll-out for zero emission vessels is expected in 2028-2030

•

The global Fuel Cell market size is expected to reach USD 8.6 billion by 2022, up from USD 2.9 billion in 2015 at a compound annual
growth rate of 17%
The Fuel Cell market in Norway is expected to grow at a compound annual growth rate of approx. 20% during the same forecast
period
Currently high cost is a major limitation for purchasing Fuel Cells - However, recent innovations, accelerated industrialization and in
particular deployments of fuel cell vehicles (primary in the commercial vehicle sector) will drive down cost significantly to
competitive levels in various application fields.
Emerging technologies, widespread applications (cars, trucks, marine, stationary, aerospace,) and availability of green hydrogen will
increase the competition in the years to come and drive the growth of the whole industry

•
•
•

Type of vessel

Potential capacity required

# of vessels existing

Ro-Ro / PAX vessels

4-60 MW

4,600

Water ways- vessels

2-6 MW

60,000

Crude oil tankers

5-25 MW

7,400

Chemical tankers

4-6 MW

5,600

Bulk carriers

2-6 MW

11,400

Cargo vessels

5-25 MW

17,000

LNG vessels

5-25 MW

1,900

Source: Fuel Cell Market by Type, Market Research. https://www.alliedmarketresearch.com/fuel-cell-market, Company, Clarkson Research
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THE GLOBAL MARKET FOR EXHAUST GAS CLEANING SYSTEMS

Percentage of World fleet with EGCS

Development of World scrubber fleet

Current World fleet suited for TECO Future Funnel

3,5 %
3,0 %
2,5 %
2,0 %
1,5 %
1,0 %
0,5 %

May-20

Jan-20

Sep-19

May-19

Jan-19

Sep-18

May-18

Jan-18

Sep-17

May-17

Jan-17

Sep-16

May-16

Jan-16

Sep-15

May-15

Jan-15

0,0 %

•

About 3.5% of the World fleet is currently equipped with
exhaust gas cleaning systems, totalling 3,400+ vessels

•

About 89% of the vessels have been retrofitted from
January 2018 to today

Source: Clarkson Research

Category

Total
vessels

Crude tankers
Product tankers
Chemical tankers
Other tankers
Bulkers
Combos
LPG carriers
Containerships
Multi-purpose
General cargo
Ro-Ro
Car carriers
Reefers
Offshore AHTS
Others
World Fleet

2 017
8 403
3 686
405
11 113
12
1 452
5 164
3 183
15 068
1 662
782
1 458
4 680
34 582
93 667

Number
Avg. DWT per Percentage of fleet
vessels suited
ship
suited for scrubber
for scrubber
192 167
100 %
2 017
20 647
70 %
5 882
11 856
50 %
1 843
2 222
100 %
405
73 535
70 %
7 779
116 667
100 %
12
16 736
70 %
1 016
48 954
80 %
4 131
9 205
30 %
955
2 489
30 %
4 520
4 633
100 %
1 662
15 857
100 %
782
3 292
100 %
1 458
2 051
30 %
1 404
2 371
15 %
5 187
20 438
41 %
39 054
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TECO 2030 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

SIGURD GAARDER LANGE
Chair of Board
Sigurd Gaarder Lange, born 1975, joined
the TECO Group of Companies in 2000
and became a partner in TECO Group
from 2005. Lange has held various
positions, such as CEO, CFO and as
board member, in companies controlled
by the TECO Group. Among these
several stock listed companies in
Norway and Canada, such as Davie
Shipyard Inc and Scanship Holding ASA.
He has also served as CFO and Director
for a major Nordic importer and
producer of alcoholic beverages in
Norway,
Sweden
and
Finland;
CASK/Moestue. Has from 2018 held the
position as Group COO, and from July
2019 the position as Group CEO for the
maritime service and solution provider
TECO Maritime Group AS.

BIRGIT LIODDEN
Board Member
For the past 10 years, Liodden has
promoted the next generation, diversity,
sustainability and the need for change
across the maritime industry. Liodden is one
of the most profiled young shipping female
executives globally. She is the CEO &
Founder, The Ocean Opportunity Lab and
she holds executive board roles in The
Factory, Greenstat, RS Sea Rescue
Academy, and Bellona Foundation. Her
maritime background involves five years in
Wilh. Wilhelmsen head office, working on
global HR & IT projects, 4.5 years as an
entrepreneur working with Nor-Shipping,
OECD, Wilhelmsen Maritime and Sea Trucks
Nigeria. This includes Director of NorShipping, Founder & SG of YoungShip
International, and Project Manager Global
Systems & Processes at Wilh. Wilhelmsen,
Director of Sustainability, Ocean Industries
& Communication at Oslo Business Region,
and Project Manager for Oslo European
Green Capital’s cross-industry Business
program. She has received plural awards &
rankings for her leadership in Norway and
abroad. In 2012 Liodden was awarded
Shipping Name of The Year in Norway and
she was a finalist for World Economic
Forum's Young Global Leaders in 2018.

PIA MELING
Board Member
Meling has broad management
experience from shipping and the
maritime industry: within chartering and
commercial management of vessels at
the leading dry bulk operator Klaveness,
as the General Manager of Nav/Com
service provider Radio Holland, as
Marketing & Communications Manager
for scrubber manufacturer Clean Marine
and as Area Sales Director for Marine
Products in Wilhelmsen Ships Service.
Meling is currently the Vice President of
Massterly, a Kongsberg and Wilhelmsen
joint venture which started operations
in 2018, offering services for the entire
value chain for zero/low emission,
autonomous ships; from vessel design
and approval from relevant authorities,
to control systems, logistics services,
vessel operations, insurance and
financing. She is also the President of
WISTA (Women’s International Shipping
& Trading Association) Norway, board
member in Westport and member of
the Ocean Portfolio Board at the
Research Council of Norway. Meling
holds an MBA from the Norwegian
School of Economics.

MARIT KIRKHUSMO
Board Member

HERMAN MARCUSSEN
Board Member

Kirkhusmo is shipping, offshore and
finance lawyer with approximately 25
years of experience from major law
firms in Oslo and London in addition to
management positions from the
international shipping industry. She is
Master of Law from the University of
Oslo and currently partner in the
Energy,
Shipping
and
Offshore
department in SANDS Law firm DA. She
has many years of practice as General
Counsel of a large international shipping
group consisting of several stock listed
companies which a diversified fleet and
bulk vessels, chemical tankers, gas
vessels and conducting ship supply
services and technical management of
vessels. Kirkhusmo has extensive
experience as Board member from
private
and
public
companies,
hereunder from the Board of Directors
of GIEK - the Norwegian Export Credit
Agency.

Herman Marcussen joined the Company
as member of the Board of Directors in
September 2020. Mr. Marcussen has
more than 30 years experience in the
shipping industry and is presently
working with SeaLeague AS, where he is
a partner and member of the board. Mr.
Marcussen has a wide experience from
shipping finance, secondhand and
newbuilding transactions as well as
corporate
transactions.
He
has
previously been a partner and board
member with P.F.Bassoe AS / Pareto for
several years. Furthermore, Mr.
Marcussen has been a board member of
Scanship ASA. Mr. Marcussen has a
business degree from Oslo Business
School / BI.
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TECO 2030 – ESG PROJECT PLAN
Project
phase

Project planning

Content

1. Value chain
analysis

Kick-off

•

Project scope

•

Project plan

•

Define roles,
responsibilities
and involvement

Value chain analysis
•
conducted as desktop
research, quality checked by
TECO 2 0 3 0
•

•

TECO 2030 •
activity
•

Timeline

Attend kick-off meeting •
Share information on
company & products for
input to next stages

Attend 1-2h workshop
•
where we go through the
impacts of each stage of the
value chain

September 2020

Based on current business model
and strategy, stakeholders, market
and competitors, scenarios

•

Identify industry best practices on
sustainability strategy, targets
and reporting

•

Determine at least one indicator per
material issue (as defined by GRI or
TECO 2030) , as well as goals and
ambitions

Support sustainability reporting

•

Facilitation of sustainability
report to be written in line
with GRI recommendations
(not necessarily in
accordance with GRI)

Determine ambition level for
sustainability
reporting

Materiality assessment conducted
as desktop analysis and workshop
Attend ~2h workshop to
discuss and prioritize
sustainability issues

4. Sustainability reporting

Define KPIs, indicators and reporting
structure according to GRI

Identify most important sustainability
topics, ensure management commitment

Assess sustainability
impacts throughout value chain
•

3. KPIs and reporting structure

2. Materiality assessment

•

Attend ~2h workshop to discuss
and define ambitions

•

Evaluate current management
approach of each material
sustainability issue

•

Author sustainability
report

February 2021
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TECO 2030 MANAGEMENT TEAM

TORE ENGER

PÅL CHRISTIAN JOHNSEN

BETTINA NOWAK

TOR-ERIK HOFTUN

Chief Executive Officer

Chief Financial Officer

Chief Executive Officer, USA

Business Development Officer

Founded TECO Group in 1994. Tore is a
true entrepreneur and has initiated a large
number of products and services to the
Maritime Industry throughout the last 25
years. He has an extensive network in the
Industry. Tore was also the Executive
Chairman and major shareholder in
Scanship Holding ASA, listed on the Oslo
Stock Exchange for approx. 10 years, (2008
– 2017).

Holds a Master of Finance and
Accounting from The Flinders
University of South Australia. He
has previously worked for TECO
Group in various project from 2006
to 2010 in addition to, amongst
others,
Økokrim
(Special
Investigator) and AS Naturbetong
(CFO), before joining TECO in
October 2018.

Austrian citizen living in the USA since 2000.
She started working for Scanship and the
Cruise Industry in 2004. In 2007, Bettina
entered the position as Managing Director
for Scanship Americas, a position she held in
11 years until she joined TECO in March
2018 as CEO in Miami, responsibility for US
Operation.

Holds a Bachelor in Nautical Studies from
Vestfold University College, Arctic
Specialization University of Norway (UIT)
and The University Centre Svalbard (UNIS).
He worked as Project Engineer and Project
Development Manager in Scanship AS with
focus on wastehandling and water
purification. He joined TECO in March
2018 and has been an important part of
the team working on group developments.
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TECO 2030 MANAGEMENT TEAM

SHYAM BAHADUR THAPA

HAGEN SCHAFROTH

LARS KRISTIANSEN

SANEEL D`SOUZA

YASMIN FORTUNY

Research and Development Officer

Lead Engineer

Operation Manager

Head of Sales

Director of Sales USA

Holds a Master of Science in

Holds a Master of Science in
chemical
engineering
from
Teesside
University
in
Middlesbrough.
Hagen is a
veteran in the EGCS (scrubber)
industry who by 2018 had
engineered 10% of the entire
marine EGCS (scrubber) fleet while
working at Wärtsilä. With a
background, his career to date has
focused on lowering our carbon
footprint and protecting the
environment
for
future
generations.

Energy

and

Environmental

Engineering. Thapa has held a
profession within Research and
Development for more than 10
years of invaluable experience of
successfully overseeing projects
from conception to completion.

Thapa have a proven ability to
improve

efficiency

by

finding

solutions to complex problems at
tight schedule in the field of
process
technology

and
and

environmental
manage

the

research team members. He has
also developed/invented several

new products/processes, five of
them has patents.

Born 1974, 7 years as head of
Wartsila service center in
Singapore in charge of Wartsila
Environmental products. Strong
professional management skills
from various businesses within
the Marine industry, Marine
Electro, Refrigeration Engineer
from Royal Caribbean Cruises,
Combustion Engineering and
Environmental industry.

Dsouza has been working as
Sales Manager in Yara Marine
Technologies,
mainly
responsible for all sales
activities in the South East and
Far East Asia. He was part of
the R&D team for 4 years to
develop the inline type
scrubber with the former
company Greentech Marine
which was later acquired by
Yara International in 2014
before joining the sales team.

Holds a Bachelor in Industrial
Engineering
from
Florida
International University with a
20+ years experience in
technical sales in the marine
industry. She contributes a
natural relentless passion for
developing and implementing
value added solutions for
customers at all levels. She has
been working for our Group for
the past 8 years except a short
break sometimes back. Long
trackrecord from Scanship
Americas
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TECO 2030 ORG CHART
Tore Enger
Chief Executive Officer

Tor-Erik Hoftun
Busines Development Officer

Cristian Skajem
Executive Assistent

Mathias Enger
Executive Assistent

Bettina Nowak
Chief Executive Officer, USA

Yasmin Fortuny
Sales Director, USA

Ricardo Mesa
VP Service

Shyam Thapa
Research and Development Officer

AVL Development Team
TECO Fuel Cells

Saneel Dzousa
Head of Sales

TBN
COO, TECO Future Funnel

AVL Development Team
TECO Future Funnel

Lars Kristiansen
Operation Manager

Ståle Finsrud
Sales Director Europe

Procurment and Logistics

Engineering

Automation

Project Management

Aftersales and Services

TECO Resource Pool

BLOM Resource Pool

Stian Førde
Lead Automation

Hagen Scafrot
Lead Engineer

TECO Resource Pool

Ben Shipright
Senior PM; Naval Architect

Kenneth Malmø
Project Manager

Pål Christian Johnsen
Chief Financial Officer
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GREEN HYDROGEN INVESTMENTS AND SUPPORT

CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD THE GREEN HYDROGEN @
BLUE DANUBE PDF.
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AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY COULD BE A SHOWCASE FOR MARITIME

Compared to 1970 vehicle models, new cars, SUVs and pickup trucks are roughly 99 percent cleaner for
common pollutants (hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides and particle emissions).

•

Fuels are much cleaner—lead has been
eliminated, and sulfur levels are more than 90%
lower than they were prior to regulation

•

Cities have much improved air quality, despite
ever increasing population and increasing vehicle
miles traveled

•

Standards have sparked technology innovation
from industry

Source: EPA Documerica “Then and now challenge”

New York - 1973

New York - 2013
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MAIN LISTED PEERS (FUEL CELL)

BALLARD

POWERCELL

Ballard Power Systems, Inc. engages in the design, development,
manufacture, sale, and service of fuel cell products for a variety
of applications. It focuses on power product markets of heavyduty motive, portable power, material handling, and backup
power, as well as the delivery of technology solutions. The
company was founded 2008 and is headquartered in Burnaby.

PowerCell Sweden AB engages in the development and
production of fuel cell stacks, and fuel cell systems for stationary
and mobile customer applications. The firm also provides
engineering advice from its fuel cell specialists. The company was
founded by Per Ekdunge in 2008 and is headquartered in
Gothenburg, Sweden.

Mct. Cap: USD 3.5 billion

EV/Sales

27.3x

20.8x

16.3x
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15.4x
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WHAT DOES A FUEL CELL SYSTEM LOOK LIKE
1. Catalyst Coated Membrane (CCM)
• Anode and cathode catalyst layers applied to a proton
exchange membrane
• Total thickness: ~30um
• Sensitive to changes in temp and RH
2.

Isolation Frame
• Acts as a carrier/support for the CCM
• Provides electrical isolation between cells
• Polymer film w/ thickness ~50 - 100um

3.

Gas Diffusion Layer (GDL)
• Porous carbon paper
• Aids in distribution of gases across the CCM
• Total thickness: ~100 - 200um each

4.

Membrane Electrode
Assembly (MEA)

5

4

Seal
Several methods and materials used
Must seal H2 at -30 – 100oC
• Can be applied to plate, isolation frame, or GDL

2
3

1
5.

Bi-Polar Plate
• Distribute H2, Air, and coolant throughout the cell
• Primarily Carbon or Stainless Steel
• Total thickness: ~800 - 2000um

A single cell has
a voltage of 0.6V
Stacking

To produce
enough power,
several cells are
stacked together

System
Integration

The Stack is
integrated
with the
system
components
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STATUS OCEANGOING FLEET
LNG Tankers

1 900

Total: ~53.000 (ships over 5.000 DWT)

Ro-Ro/Pax Vessels
Container Ships

5 100

Chemical Tankers

• In 2020, about 582 LNG-fueled ships are in operation with
further ~400 on order

5 600

Cruide Oil Tankers

7 400

Bulk Carriers

11 400

Cargo Ships

17 000
0

2000

4000

6000

8000

Tugs
16
Offshore supply…
59
Other offshore… 13
Fishing vessels
18
Other activities
89
Car/passenger…
Car carriers
RoPax
3
General cargo ships
3
Gas tankers
Ro-Ro cargo ships
16
Cruise ships
18
Oil/Chemical…
5
Crude oil tankers
6
Container ships
2
Bulk carriers
6
0
LNG

• World merchant fleet consist of ~53.000 vessels of different
purpose, mainly operated on HFO until January 1st 2020

4 600

50
Battery technolog

Source: DNV GL, Statista, Clarkson Research

10000

12000

14000

16000

18000

• Today approx. ~240 vessels are equipped with batteries; over
~150 are under construction
• LNG and LNG Ready fleet numbers are low indicating that
shipowners might consider other alternatives
• Battery is not the solution for deep sea shipping
• 90% of the present global fleet is not ready for future
regulations

194

100
LNG ready

150
Methanol

200
LPG

250
Hydrogen

300
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SCRUBBER, CURRENTLY THE BEST OPTION FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBON REDUCTION
PAH (TAR) are organic compounds that are mostly colorless, white, or paleyellow solids. They are a ubiquitous group of several hundred chemically
related compounds, environmentally persistent with various structures and
varied toxicity. PAHs are emitted to the atmosphere primarily from the
incomplete combustion of organic matter through a vessels exhaust.
Health effects from long-term or chronic exposure to PAHs may include
decreased immune function, cataracts, kidney and liver damage (e.g. jaundice),
breathing problems, asthma-like symptoms, and lung function abnormalities.
Meanwhile, repeated contact with skin may induce redness and skin
inflammation.
Scrubbers capture and remove up to 50% of PAH instead of it releasing into the
atmosphere.
Over 100 PAHs have been identified in atmospheric particulate matter and
about 200 in tobacco smoke.1
Sources:
1)
2)

ScienceDirect. https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1110062114200237
Nyman and Tokerud (1991)

WASH WATER DISCHARGE
Open-loop scrubbers release their wash water which they use to clean a vessels exhaust, back into
the ocean. This has caused debates of whether scrubbers are a viable solution to IMO 2020 Global
Sulphur Cap since they release the toxic matters into the oceans instead of the air.
As wash water from ships are considered dirty, multiple studies conducted by both CE Delft and
Japan’s Transport Ministry show that multiple ships using open-loop scrubbers may increase the
equilibrium concentration of sediments in ports by 0-0.01% of the annual average new
Environmental Quality Standard.
If the sulphur in the sea were spread out as an even layer, the total ocean area of the world would
be covered by a 5-foot thick (1.5 meter) layer of sulphur. If all the sulphur in all the known oil and
coal reserves were added to this layer, the thickness would only increase by the thickness of a sheet
of paper.” Source: Nyman and Tokerud (1991)

If 100% of all vessels would install a SCRUBBER and release their wash water into the oceans, it
would take more than 1.5 million years to increase the existing natural sulphur content by just 1%.2
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CURRENT SHAREHOLDERS – TECO 2030 ASA
Name
TECO GROUP AS
Hansen Eiendom og Konsult
NOWAK, BETTINA
Citibank, N.A.
TECO MARITIME GROUP AS
SOLVIK HOLDING AS
EQUITOR AS
JAKOB HATTELAND HOLDING AS
STAVERN HELSE OG FORVALTNING AS
JAHATT AS
MEDIKOM AS
RASMUSSEN, MICHAEL NYGAARD
PCJ INVEST AS
BLOMS OPPMÅLING AS
HØGÅSEN HOLDING AS
MARCUSSEN SHIPPING AS
SALTHAVN AS
AUGUST AS
JULI HOLDING AS
BERG, JANNIK
BJØRNSTAD, BJØRNAR
SESF Invest AS
Ve-Con AS
ORION SECURITIES NORWAY
SJB INVEST AS
AAGE FIGENSCHOU AS
METRON GLOBAL INVEST AS
KENNETH MALMO
EKEBERG, ØIVIND ALEKSANDER
HANSEN, ASBJØRN KERSENBOOM
Total Top 30
Other
Total

No of shares
5,204,143
999,989
800,743
780,105
288,525
266,387
264,514
255,732
205,406
170,488
165,967
139,800
86,087
69,900
69,900
49,441
37,294
34,179
31,966
14,532
10,655
8,524
6,820
6,567
5,115
5,115
2,557
2,557
2,131
2,131
9,987,271
12,729
10,000,000

in %
52.04%
10.00%
8.01%
7.80%
2.89%
2.66%
2.65%
2.56%
2.05%
1.70%
1.66%
1.40%
0.86%
0.70%
0.70%
0.49%
0.37%
0.34%
0.32%
0.15%
0.11%
0.09%
0.07%
0.07%
0.05%
0.05%
0.03%
0.03%
0.02%
0.02%
99.87%
0.13%
100.0 %

THANK YOU

